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MeV magnetosheath
ionsenergizedat the bow shock
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4
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• R. P. Lepping,
• R. P. Lin,7 andC. T. Russell
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Abstract. A causal relationshipbetween midlatitude magnetosheathenergetic
ions and bow shock magnetic geometry was previously establishedfor ion energy

up to 200 keV e-• for the May 4, 1998,stormevent. This studydemonstrates
that magnetosheathions with energiesabove 200 keV up to I MeV simply extend
the ion spectrum to form a power law tail. Results of cross-correlationanalysis
suggestthat theseions also comedirectly from the quasi-parallelbow shock,not
the magnetosphere. This is confirmed by a comparisonof energetic ion fluxes
simultaneouslymeasuredin the magnetosheathand at the quasi-parallelbow shock
when both regionsare likely connectedby the magnetic field lines. We suggestthat
ions are acceleratedat the quasi-parallel bow shock to energiesas high as I MeV
and subsequentlytransported into the magnetosheathduring this event.
1. Introduction

netosheathregion during the May 4, 1998, magnetic

Energetic ions of solar wind origin with energiesup
to •1 MeV are frequently observedin the polar cusp
region. It was hypothesizedthat local accelerationin
the cusp is responsiblefor these cusp energetic parti-

stormevent[Changet al., 2000].In this event,magne-

tosheathenergeticion fluxesof solarwind originshowed
variations as large as 2 orders of magnitude. As expected in the bow shock model, these ion fluxes were
anticorrelatedwith the interplanetary magnetic field
cles (Crrs) [e.g., Chen et al., 1998]. This view was (IMF) coneangle at the shock. On the other hand,

challenged
by Changet al. [1998],who showedthat
cuspenergeticion spectra(< 300 keV e-•) matched
very well with a large body of bow shockion spectra.
Changet al. [1998]proposedthat solarwind ionsare
acceleratedat the quasi-parallel bow shock and subsequently transported into the cuspalong interconnected
magneticfield lines. Within this framework,bow shock
acceleratedions should appear in the midlatitude dayside magnetosheathupstreamfrom the cusp.
This prediction has been confirmedin a recent study
of energeticions observedby Polar at the above mag-

He+ fluxespresumably
of ionospheric
originwerequite
steadythroughoutthe magnetosheathinterval and were
not correlatedwith the coneangle. These resultssuggest that magnetosheathenergeticions of solar wind
origin are extracted from the diffuse ions at the quasi-

parallelbow shock[e.g.,Ipavichet al., 1981]and that
those of ionosphericorigin most likely result from the

magnetospheric
leakage[e.g.,$ibecket al., 1987],consistent with early findingsat the low-latitude magne-

tosheath[e.g.,Fuseliefet al., 1991].
Delcourt and Sauvaud[1999] showthat magneto-

sphericenergeticparticlesof a few hundredsof keV can
leak from the equatorial trapping region at the dayside plasma sheet into the cusp; this injection is fa1Departmentof Physicsand Astronomy,Universityof Iowa, vored during substorms. These particles may further
Iowa City, Iowa.
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[2000](hereinafterreferredto aspaper1) on the May 4
storm event, and we perform a similar cross-correlation

analysisfor ionswith energiesfrom 200 keV to I MeV,
beyond the ion energiesin the previous work. Energeticion fluxesare comparedin the solarwind (Wind),
quasi-parallelbow shock(Interball-Tail), and midlati19,101

19,102
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rude magnetosheath(Polar). In this way, concurrent periment (CAMMICE) (refer to Wilken et al. [1992]
measurementsof energeticions in the magnetosheath for the Magnetospheric
Ion CompositionSensor(MICS)
and the bow shocksourceregionsare provided for the detector),magneticfield data from the MagneticField
first time in the literature. Our analysisindicatesthat Experiment(MFE) [Russellet al., 1995],IMF data from
ions were accelerated up to an energy as high as 1 the MagneticField Investigation(MFI) [Leppinget al.,
MeV at the shock and subsequentlytransported into 1995], and solar wind data from the Solar Wind Exthe magnetosheath. This result is in direct contradic- periment (SWE) [Ogilvie et al., 1995] both on board
tion with the claimby ChenandFritz [1999]that solar the Wind spacecraft, we include energetic ions up to 1
wind ionsare locally acceleratedto MeV in the cuspand MeV observedupstream in the solar wind, bow shock,
then escapeinto the magnetosheathduring this event. and magnetosheathin this work. Energetic ions in the
Results of ion flux comparisonin the magnetosheath solar wind are measured by two detectors of the 3-D
and at the bow shock confirm our view of a bow shock

Plasmaand EnergeticParticle Instrument(3DP) [Lin
sourceof magnetosheath
energeticions [Changet al., et al., 1995]on boardWind, the ion electrostaticana2000]. Theseresultsthen furthersupportourbowshock lyzer (PESA-H) (•5-28 keV) and the semiconductor
detector telescopes(SST) opendetector(•71-1017 keY).
modelof CEPs [Changet al., 1998].
Energeticions in the upstreamregion of bow shockare
acquired with the lp detector of the DOK-2 instru-

2. Observations

In addition to the data sets used in paper 1, namely,

ion data from Polar/Hydra [Scudderet al., 1995],the
Chargeand Mass MagnetosphericIon CompositionEx-

ment on Interball-Tail [Lutsenkoet al., 1995; Kudela
et al., 1995]. The detectorcoversan energyrangefrom
•21 to 821 key in 57 logarithmic steps. However, only
the energy channelswithout the backgroundinterfer-
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Figure 1. (a) Solarwinddynamicpressure
fromWind/SWE, (b) magneticfieldmagnitudefrom
Polar/MFE, (c) Hydra ion energy-timespectrogramshowingion differentialenergyflux parallel
to B, and (d) Hydraionenergy-time
spectrogram
showing
iondifferentialenergyflux antiparallel
to B, from 1120 to 1220 UT on May 4, 1998. Two colorsin the spectrogramthat are not present
in the scaleindicatedata gaps(white) and ion fluxesabovethe maximumvaluein the scale(the
brightestgray).
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enceare selectedfor this study (-•35-620keV). In the
magnetosheath
the ImagingProtonSensor(IPS) of the
Comprehensive
EnergeticParticleand Pitch AngleDistribution (CEPPAD) measures
ion energyfrom •14 to
1500 keV for a nearly full angularcoverage[/Blakeet
al., 1995]. For the purposeof constructinga full energy spectrumfor magnetosheathions, data usedin this
study are only extracted from the 90ø sensorhead whose
look direction is perpendicularto the Polar's spin axis
to match those of CAMMICE and selectedHydra detectors. Data sampled within the sectors that contain
the reflectedearthlight are excluded. All the ion data
presentedin this paper are total ion measurementsas-
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2.1. Magnetosheath

Ion Spectrum
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It had been identifiedin paper 1 from the Hydra ion
and electron density, temperature, and bulk flow data Figure 2. Magnetosheathion distribution function oband electron angular distribution and MFE magnetic servedby Hydra for two pitch angle ranges;thick line
field data, that the Polar spacecrafttraversed the mid- is for 150ø-180ø, and thin line is for 0ø-30ø.
latitude daysidemagnetosheathregionfor more than 3

hours(•0840-1200 UT) duringthe May 4, 1998,storm
event. As an example, Figure 1 showssolar wind dynamicpressurefrom Wind/SWE and Polar/MFE magnetic field and Hydra ion data from 1120 to 1220 UT.
The solar wind dynamic pressureis lagged by 34 min
to align the discontinuity at ,,•1203 UT in Figure laId. This lag is nearly identical to our previously estimated solar wind and shockedsolar wind propagation
time (33 min in Figure5 of paper 1). Before1203UT,
Polar was in the magnetosheathas the magnetopause
was compressedby the large dynamic pressure. MFE

ity at the peak distribution, reflecting a superposition
of a flowing MaxwellJan and a suprathermal tail distribution as it would be expected for the undisturbed
magnetosheathplasmas. Therefore ion distribution is
symmetric in the first approximation in the rest frame
of plasmas. This type of distribution is persistentlyobservedthroughout the magnetosheathintervals within

tion functionappearsat •390 km s-1. In contrast,ion

(both covering•40-200 keV), and powerlaw distribution (•200-1000 keV), respectively.Theseresultsindicate that the energetictail of magnetosheathion spec-

0840-1200

UT.

Figure 3 depicts the average ion spectrum in the
magnetosheathintervalswithin 0842-1158UT from Hymagnetometer
detectedweak magnetic(B) fieldsand dra, CAMMICE, and CEPPAD. The Hydra and CAMlarge-amplitudelow-frequency
waves(SB • B). Hy- MICE spectra are reproducedfrom Figure 6 of paper
dra detectors measuredhighly skewed ion fluxes, to- 1. Data from these instruments presentedhere are well
ward -B before 1153 UT and +B after. This reversal
calibrated for this event as demonstrated by the good
occurredas the x and z componentsof B changedsign. matches among the individual spectral curves. The
As expected,these magnetosheathions show a strong compositespectrum is continuouswith a spectral break
tailward flow. After the dynamic pressurereduced at occurringat •40 keV. The spectralshapefor the CAM1203 UT, Polar crossedthe magnetopauseand entered MICE energetic ions from ,,•40 to 200 keV is best dea magnetosphericregion on lobe field lines. This is scribed by a MaxwellJan or exponential function. As
suggestedby the simultaneousmeasurementsof large, shown by the good agreement between the curve and
steady B field from MFE and imperceptibleion precip- data pointsin Figure 3 for ionswithin this energyrange,
itation and weak ion outflows from Hydra. Later, at the latter function yields an excellent fit. However,
1212 UT, Polar entered the plasma mantle, detecting CEPPAD ions with energiesabove -•200 keV do not
ion precipitation with the typical characteristicof the agreewith this fit. They simply extend the CAMMICE
energy-latitudedispersion[e.g.,Reiff et al., 1977].
spectrumto form an energy power law tail with a specThe magnetosheathion distribution is highly skewed tral index of 3.9, illustrated by the straight line fitting
in the spacecraftframe becauseof the flow. As demon- the last six data points. The spectral shape of enerstrated in Figure 2, the ion distribution function an- getic ions becomesobviouswhen their spectrum is pretiparallel to B consistsof a Maxwellian thermal compo- sented in the formats in Figure 4. From left to right,
nent and a suprathermal tail. The peak of the distribu- the straight lines represent a MaxwellJan, exponential
distribution function parallel to B is •2 ordersof magnitude smaller than the antiparallel one. Both distributions roughly mirror eachother about the ion veloc-

trum from •40 keV to 1 MeV is best described by a

19,104
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Figure 3. Energyspectrumof magnetosheath
ionsfrom Polar/Hydra, CAMMICE, and CEPPAD averagedoverthe interval0842-1158UT excludingthe solarwindintervalson May 4, 1998.
The composite
spectrumis continuous
with a spectralbreakat ,.•40keV (verticaldashedline).
CAMMICE ionsfrom ,.•40to 200 keV are fitted by an exponentialfunction,and CEPPAD ions
from -•200 keV to I MeV are fitted by a power law.
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Figure 5. CEPPAD ion fluxesat two energychannels(thicklines,198 keV aboveand 540 keV
below),during0840-1200UT and0Bx (thin line) fromWind/MFI laggedby 36 min. Ion fluxes
at both energiesshowsimilar temporal variationsand are anticorrelatedwith 0Bx.

n distribution[Vasyliunas,
1968],as shownin the mid- previousanalysisof the CAMMICE energeticions(40dle panel of Figure 4 by the dashedcurve with n - 4. 200 keV) presentedin paper 1.
To demonstrate that the correlation relationship beIons within this energyrangeplausiblycomefrom one
sourceregion.
tween ion fluxes and 0sx dependson the ion energy,we
performthe cross-correlation
analysisfor all the CEP2.2. Cross-Correlation Analysis
PAD ion energychannels.Resultsare presentedin FigFigure 5 presents CEPPAD ion differential number ure 7. Correlationcurvesare gray-scalecodedaccording
in the gray-scalebar on the
fluxesmeasured
at twoenergychannels,198.0and 543.0 to the ion energyexpressed
right
of
Figure
7..
It
is
noted
that there are two classes
keV, during the magnetosheathintervalswithin 0840of
curves.
Three
curves
for
ion
energy below 30 keV
1200 UT. Both channelsshowsimilar temporal variabelong
to
the
first
type
that
show
null correlationretions whichcan be as large as 2 ordersof magnitude.
gardless
of
the
value
of
the
assumed
time delay. The
An oppositevariationappearsin the IMF coneangle
rest
of
the
curves
for
ion
energy
between
30 keV and
0• from Wind/MFI when it is laggedby 36 min as
I
MeV
belong
to
the
second
type,
resembling
thosein
illustratedby the thin curve. This suggests
that ion
Figure
6.
They
all
show
a
unique
peak
at
about
the
fluxesat both energychannelsare anticorrelatedwith
same
assumed
lag.
0Bz. As we noted in paper 1, 0Bz used here for the
cross-correlation
analysisservesas a proxy for the actual 0Bnthat positions
Polarin the foreshock
geometry.
A cross-correlation
analysiswas performedbetween
each of the abovetwo flux profilesand the 0Bz measuredat the Wind spacecraftassuminga lag ranging
from 0 to 60 rain with an increment of 1 min. Results

are givenin Figure 6. Both correlationcurvesare very
similar. They both demonstratea trend that correlation
coefficient
monotonicallydecreases
towardthe peak as
the assumedtime lag increasesfrom 0 toward 36 rain

and then monotonically
increases
toward0 as the lag
increasestoward 60 min. The peak correlationcoeffi-

980504

0840

0.5

o.o

..................................

-0.5

0

10

20

30

At (min)

40

50

60

cientandthe corresponding
lagare (-0.67, 34 rain)and
(-0.62, 37 rain)for 198and543keV ions,respectively.Figure 6. Correlation coefficientscalculated at each
Thesefeaturesof uniquepeak correlationat a lag of time lag for 0B• assumedfrom 0 to 60 rain for 198 keV
•35 rain are quite consistentwith the results from our ions(thickline) and 543 keV ions(thin line).
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Figure 7. Correlationcoefficients
for all the CEPPAD ion energychannelsthat are indicated
in the gray-scalebar. Two classesof curvesare clearlypresent.One showsnull correlation,and
the other showsanticorrelation with only one peak.

The peak correlation coefficient ro and its corresponding time lag Ato are plotted in Figure 8 as a
function of ion energy. As shown by the thick line in
the top panel, a sharp transition from no correlation
to strong anticorrelation appears at the energy channel of 41.4 keV for the CEPPAD ions. This energy
threshold for anticorrelation is the same as the spectral break energy of the magnetosheathion spectrum
presented in Figure 3. All the ion fluxes above this
energy are anticorrelated with 0s• with a proper time
delay. As shownin the bottom panel, Ato for CEPPAD
ions above the energy threshold varieswithin 34-37 min
with an averagevalue of 35.5 min. However,it is noted
that ro increasestoward 0 as the ion energygetshigher.
This may be due to the reducedsignal-to-noiseratio in
these higher-energy channels. Nevertheless,both the
transition energy and the averagetime delay derived in
the CEPPAD energeticion data are nearly identical to
thosederivedfrom the CAMMICE ion data (41.1 keV
and 36 min) in paper 1.

100 keV. Therefore,CEPPAD energeticionsand CAMMICE He+ would appear to have comefrom distinct
sourceregions,or at least via differentpaths if from the
same sourceregion.
2.3. Bow Shock Ion Spectrum

During some periods of this magnetosheathevent,
Interball-Tail was located in the foreshock region upstream from the quasi-parallelbow shock. In particu-

lar, Interball was at times very closeto, if not exactly
at, the sourceregion of magnetosheathenergeticions
observed
by Polar that we previouslyproposed(seepa-

per I and also Changet al. [1998]). A comparison
of

Interball and Polar ion spectra can potentially falsify
our bow shocksourcehypothesisand is now the focus
of our analysis.
Becausethe energeticparticle data from DOK-2 on
Interball were not transmitted to the ground before
1100UT, we are restrictedto the last 1-hourinterval of
For comparison,
ro and Ato for CAMMICE He+ ions the magnetosheath
event for the flux comparison.For
presentedin paper I are also plotted in Figure 8. The .o41 min from 1101 to 1142 UT, Interball was upstream
He+ energyin Figure8 represents
the lowerboundof from the quasi-parallelbow shockas illustrated in Figthe energyrangefor the total He+ flux integrationand ure 9. On the left, Figure 9 showsthe xz projections
He+ curvesin thisfigurewouldcloselyreflectthe curves of the bow shock, magnetopause,Interball and Polar
for differential energy flux at each energy channel as orbits, and IMF, and on the right, Figure 9 showsthe
described
in paper1. Presumably
of t•neionosphericyz projectionsof the daysideportion of the bow shock
origin,He+ demonstrates
a completelydifferentbehav- beforethe terminator, spacecraftorbits, and IMF. This
ior. Unlike the CAMMICE and CEPPAD energetic interval is selectedfor its relatively steady IMF and soion fluxes,energeticHe+ fluxeswere quite steadyin lar wind conditionsso that bow shock geometry and

the magnetosheath
interval (see Plate I of paper 1). location would remain similar. The bow shock surface
He+ showsinconsistentro and Ato without any cor- is calculatedusingFairfield's[1971]modelscaledby the
relation with 0s• throughout the energy range, ..•17-

solarwind dynamicpressureand the magnetopausesur-

CHANG ET AL.: BOW SHOCK ACCELERATED

faceis calculatedfrom $hue et al.'s [1998]model. All
the solar wind and IMF parameters used in these models are the averageWind measurementsoverthe interval
correctedby the propagationtime. As shownin Figure 9, Interball was upstream from the quasi-parallel

bow shock(the shadedregionon the right) with an average OBn of 22ø and an average distance of 5.8 R•
along the magnetic field line to the shock. Polar was
just outside the model magnetopausein the magne-
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magnetosheath
thanthat suggested
by the model.Both
spacecraftwerelocatedin the postnoonsectorat close
longitudes.On the basisof the generalplasmaflow
in the solarwind, magnetosheath,
magnetosphere,
and
ionosphere
[e.g.,$preiterand $tahara,1985;Reiff and
Burch,1985],we suggest
that magnetosheath
magnetic
fieldgeometryduringthis intervalis similarto thosein

Figure11ofpaper1 andFigure5 of Changet al. [1998],

in whichcasesmagnetosheath
magneticfield direction
is reversedbut magneticfield lines and the topology
magnetosheathaccordingto the plasma and magnetic remain similar. Thus Polar is likely to be very well
field data; that is, Polar was located farther into the connectedto Interball by magneticfield lines.
tosheath.

We note that

Polar

was in the undisturbed

Using the lag corrected IMF and solar wind mea-

surements
from Wind and Fairfield's[1971]bow shock
1.0

model, we calculated bow shock distance along mag-

0.5

netic field lines and OBn associated with Interball for
the above 41-min upstream interval. Results are presentedin Figure 10. The estimated bow shockdistance
ranges from 5 to 7 R• while 0•n ranges from 11ø to
38ø. As expected under steady IMF and solar wind
conditions, most of the time these two quantities are
steady around 6 R• and 22ø. Therefore the average

He +

valuesof bow shockdistance(5.8 R•) and 0•

•o 0.0

(22ø)

are very good representationsof the instantaneousvalues throughout this upstream interval.
For a direct comparison,energeticion spectrumfrom

Interball/DOK-2 andmagnetosheath
ionspectrumfrom

-0.5

Polar both averagedover 41 min from 1101 to 1142 UT
are plotted in Figure 11. During this interval, Polar

-1.0

45

He +

40

25

20

observedvery intenseenergeticion fluxes (see,for example, CEPPAD ion fluxes at both energy channelsin
Figure 5). Once again, the magnetosheathspectrum
comprisingHydra, CAMMICE, and CEPPAD measurements showsvery good agreementamongthe individual spectra. Its spectral shapeis very similar to the one
averagedover the interval more than 3 hourslong presentedin Figure 3. Both spectraare continuouswith a
spectralbreakoccurringat the sameenergy(-•40 keV).
The magnetosheathenergeticion spectrumduring this
upstreamevent alsoshowsa Maxwellian or exponential
distribution for lower-energyenergeticions (-•40-200
keV) and a powerlaw distributionfor higher-energy
ions
(-•200-1000keV) with a spectralindex of 4.1. Therefore this spectrumfrom -•40 keV to I MeV can be describedby a n distribution. Similarly, the energeticion
spectrumobservedby Interball/DOK-2 upstreamfrom
the bow shock also shows a n-like distribution.

How-

ever, theseupstreamenergeticion fluxesgenerallydo
100
1000
10
not agreewith the magnetosheathfluxes. Disagreement
E (keV)
graduallymagnifiestoward lowerion energy.NonetheFigure 8. (top) Peak correlationcoefficientro and less, above 200 keV, bow shockion fluxes are closeto
(bottom) the associated
time lag Ato, both as a func- the magnetosheathvalues, and their spectral shape is
tion of ion energyE for CEPPAD ion (thick line) and similar to the magnetosheath's.In spite of the disagree-

CAMMICE He+ (thin line). A sharptransitionfrom ment, this result doesnot rule out the bow shocksource

weak correlation to strong anticorrelation appears at
the CEPPAD energy channelof 41.4 keV. Ato for the
CEPPAD ion energy above 41 keV rangesfrom 34 to
37 min with an averagevalue of 35.5 min.

of magnetosheathenergeticions as we discussbelow.
It is known that the upstream diffuse ion fluxes decreaseexponentiallyalongthe magneticfield linesaway
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Figure 9. (left) Projectionof the bowshock(BS), magnetopause
(MP), and Polar and Interball
orbitsontothe xz plane. (right) The yz projectionsof the daysideportionof the bowshockbefore
the terminator, spacecraftorbits, and IMF. The bow shocksurfaceis obtained from Fairfield's

[1971]modelscaledby the solarwind dynamicpressure,and the magnetopause
surfaceis from
$hueet al.'s [1998]model. Contoursof constantOSnshownon the right are calculatedusinga
nearly radial, averageIMF (17.2,3.8,-3.1) nT with OBx• 20ø.

from the shock[e.g.,Ipavichet al., 1981;Lee, 1982]. ure 12. It rangesbetween 4 and 6 Rs for the Interball
This e-folding distance generally dependson ion en-

energychannelsusedin this study. For the averagebow

ergy. FollowingFigure 7 of Trattneret al. [1994]and shockdistanceof 5.8 RE mentionedabove,the required
assumingthat e-foldingdistancescaleswith solar wind
velocity, we can then estimate energeticion fluxes at
the shock. For the simplestassumptionwe assumethat

correctionis •-1.4-1.0 e-foldings,with the lowest-energy
ionscorrectedthe most and the highest-energyionscor-

the statisticsof Trattneret al. [1994]applyto the aver-

The correctedspectrum(or the estimatedion spectrum at the bow shocksurface)is presentedin Figure 13. This bow shock ion spectrum and magne-

age solar wind condition and that e-foldingdistanceis
inverselyproportional to the solar wind speedas suggestedby the nature of diffusivetransport for ions up-

streamof quasi-parallel
bowshock[Lee,1982].The resultinge-foldingdistancefor this eventis plottedin Fig-

6

rected the least.

tosheath energetic ion spectrum are nearly indistinguishable.Although the bow shockspectrumendsat
,•600 keV (the high-energylimit of usefuldetection),
bow shockenergeticions follow the spectral trend of
the magnetosheathspectrumwith very high precision.
With the bow shock and magnetosheathregionsconnected by magnetic field lines during this event, this
result implies that betweenthe bow shockand magnetosheathenergeticions, one is the sourceof the other.
As to the accelerationregion,we have alsoincluded
the energeticion measurements
from Wind/3DP in the
solar wind --200 RE upstream from the bow shock in

1110

1120

1130

1140

UT

Figure 10. Bow shock distance along magnetic field

lines (thick line) and 9Sn (thin line) associatedwith
Interball during the interval of 1101-1142 UT.

Figure 13 to checkthe fluxesof solar energeticparticles. Accordingto the bulk speedof the solarwind, the
ion spectrum presentedhere is lagged by 29 min. It is
expectedthat this lag is smallerfor energeticions. However, becauseenergeticion fluxeswere quite steadyin
the solar wind during the entire magnetosheathevent,
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Figure11. Average
magnetosheath
ionspectrum
fromPolar/Hydra,
CAMMICE,andCEPPAD
andforeshock
ionspectrum
fromInterball/DOK-2forthe interval1101-1142
UT on May 4, 1998.
CAMMICE ionsfrom •040to 200keV are fitted by an exponential
function.CEPPAD ionsfrom
•0200 keV to 1 MeV are fitted by a power law.
the 3DP ion spectrum presentedhere is representative.

Both the solar energeticion fluxesand magnetosheath
energeticion fluxesare not correlatedas suggested
by
the resultsfrom cross-correlation
analysis(resultsnot
shown). In addition,from the large disagreement
between the ion spectra in the solar wind and at the
bow shock, one can immediately draw the conclusion
that ion acceleration must take place downstream of
the Wind spacecraft.

ber (•7.1) andunusually
highsolarwindspeed(•745
kms-•) in thisevent[Scholer
et al.,1999].Thespectral
shapes
ofthese
threeionspecies
from40keVe-• tothe
CAMMICEmaximum
detection
energy(•200 keVe-•)
are Maxwellian or exponential,consistentwith early

reportsof upstream
eventsin thisenergyrange[e.g.,
Ipavichet al., 1981].
For the purposeof comparing
ionfluxesfromHydra,
CEPPAD,andDOK-2 instruments
whichdonot distin-

2.4. Total Energy

In additionto the excellentmatchbetweenthe mag-

7

i

i

i i i,

i

ure13,themagnetosheath
ionspectra
observed
byPo-

i

i

i

i

i i i i_ 1.6
_

netosheath and bow shock ion spectra shown in Fig-

1.5

L

6

-

-

-

lar duringthe aboveupstreameventfrom 1101 to 1142
UT also show characteristicsof upstream diffuse ions.

5

1.4
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-

_

-
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Asdemonstrated
inFigure
14,energetic
ionspectra
for • 4

-

_

-

CAMMICE
H+,He
+2,and
0>+2areorganized
very• 3
well by energyper charge(left panel) not the total energy(rightpanel). In the left panelof Figure14, spectra
of all three speciesshow a spectral break at -•40 keV

.

.

--

2

e-•. It isnotedthattheflatness
in theHe+2and0 >+2

1

spectrabelow-•5 keV e-• reflectspoor efficiencyof

0

CAMMICE/MICS for thesetwo speciesat low-energy

1.2 •
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1.1
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-

I
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I

I

I

I
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channels.The spectral break energy is higher than the

typicale-foldingenergyat -•20 keV e-• in the diffuse Figure 12. The e-foldingdistance(thick line) and
asa funcion events[e.g., Lee, 1982]. Nonetheless,
this is ex- numberof e-foldings(thin line) for correction
pected becauseof the large shockAlfv•n Mach num-

tion of ion energy.
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Figure 13. Bowshockion spectrumfromInterballafterthe e-foldingcorrection
and the magnetosheath
ion spectrumduringthe upstreamevent,1101-1142UT. Ion spectrummeasuredby
Wind/3DP in the solarwind is alsoplottedfor reference.

guishion masses,we have been usingtotal ion measure- glimpse,
theexponential
distributions
of He+2and0 +6

mentsfrom the doublecoincidence
rate (DCR) channel seemto comprisethe powerlaw spectrumof CEPPAD
(time-of-flightmeasurements
of all ion species)of the ions above 200 keV. However, as shown in Figure 14,
CAMMICE

MICS detector. This detector also has a H +

at lowerenergies
from 0•5 to 40 keV, He+2 and 0 +6

channel(time-of-flightand energymeasurements)
that

fluxes can also account for CAMMICE

excludesother species.The energyof detectionfor this
channelis from 5.6 to 193.4keV. H+ spectrumfromthis
channel measuredin the above interval is nearly iden-

CEPPAD ion fluxes at the correspondingenergies.Yet,
CAMMICE

DCR

and CEPPAD

DCR-H + and

ion measurements

were

mostlikelyH+ within this energyrangebecause
spectra
tical to the DCR-H+ spectrumpresented
in Figure14. from the CAMMICE H+ channel,DCR channel,and
This indicatesthat contributionsof other speciesto the CEPPAD IPS agree well as describedabove. Likewise,
total ion measurementsup to 200 keV are negligible. since we do not know how the CEPPAD IPS detector reAnother estimateof heavy ion contributionto the DCR spondsto different ion speciesat different energies,we
channelis providedby the directevent(DE) data from cannot argue that CEPPAD detector simply detected
MICS.

The DE data are detailed

measurements

from a

subset of the ions detected. They are transmitted to
the ground and used to verify the correctnessof the on
board ion sorting algorithms. Examination of the DE
data showsthat the fluxesof oxygenionsmeasuredduring this event are consistentwith the fluxes shown in
the left panel of Figure 14 and that the DCR response

is dominatedby H+ at all energychannels.
There is a questionof whetherenerg•ic ions from

He+2 and 0 +6 at energychannels
above200 keV for
this event. This issuecan be resolvedwith composition

measurements
above200 keV e-x. Unfortunately,this
is beyondthe capability of Polar instruments.

3. Discussion

and

Conclusion

In our previousworkon the CAMMICE energetic(up

200 keV to 1 MeV detectedby CEPPAD instrumentare

to 200 keV e-•) ionsfor this May 4, magneticstorm

heavyionssincea 200keVe-• O+• hasa totalenergyof
1.2MeV. Asshownin the rightpane]of Figure14,He+2

event, we suggestedthat energetic ions of solar wind

spectrum from 200 to 400 keV agrees very we]] with

daysidemagnetosheathwere acceleratedat the quasiparallel regionof the bow shockand that thoseof iono-

the corresponding
CEPPAD ion spectrum,and 0 >+2
(assuming
O+•) spectrumshowsa trenddoseto CEPPAD ion spectrum from 600 keV to 1 MeV. At the first

origin(H+, He+2, 0 >+2) observed
at the midlatitude
sphericorigin(He+ ) observed
at the samelocationwere
acceleratedin the magnetosphere.This is supportedby
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the following evidencewith figures within parentheses
referring to paper I except when noted otherwise.
1. Energy spectra of the above three solar wind ion
speciesare organized very well by energy per charge
not the total energy. They all showa spectralbreak at

19,111

theenergy
ofthespectral
break(..•40keVe-•) areanticorrelatedwith the IMF coneanglewith a time delay
consistentwith the solar wind propagationtime and
the acceleration time for shock acceleration. This cor-

relation relationshipdisappearedfor ion fluxesat ener-

threshold.
Onthecontrary,
He+
the sameenergyat -•40 keV e-•. Their spectralshape giesbelowthisenergy
withintheenergyrangeof40-200keVe-• isMaxwellian fluxeswere relatively steadythroughoutthe entire magor exponential, similar to the spectral shape of bow

netosheathinterval. They are not correlated with the

shockdiffuseions[e.g.,Ipavichet al., 1981](Figure6,
alsoFigure 14 in this paper).

coneangleat all energies(PlatesI and 2, Figures7 and
S).

2. Energeticelectronand ion compositionchangedas
Polar crossedthe magnetopausenear the equator and
at the midlatitude. Inside the magnetosphere,Polar de-

ion specieswerehigh, Polar wasconnectedto the quasiparallel,daysideregionof the bow shockby magnetic

tectedintenseenergetic
electrons,
H+, He+, and 0 <+3
and relativelyweak He+2 and 0 >+2. In the magnetosheath,Polar detectedintenseenergeticH+, He+2,
and 0 >+2, nearlyno energeticelectrons,0 <+3, and
veryweakHe+ (Plate 1).
3. Intense magnetosheathenergeticions all showed
anisotropytoward the magnetopauseand a strong tailward flow awayfrom the bow shock(Figure 9).
4. The three magnetosheathenergeticion fluxes of
solar wind origin showedlarge temporal variations as
high as 2 ordersof magnitude.Fluxesat energiesabove

i

lO8

05/04/1998

5. When the intensities of the above three solar wind

field lines. When their intensities were low, Polar was

disconnected
from the aboveregion(Figure 11).
6. The ion spectrumobservedat the quasi-parallel
bow shockby Interball/DOK-2 agreedvery well with

the magnetosheath
ionspectrasimultaneously
observed
by Polar/CAMMICE andCEPPADasdemonstrated
in
Figure 13.

A simpleexplanationfor the aboveresultsis that the

intensemagnetosheath
energeticions (up to 200 keV
e-•) of solarwindoriginareaccelerated
at the dayside
quasi-parallel
bowshockby theFermimechanism
[e.g.,

i
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Figure 14. Magnetosheath
ionspectrum
extracted
fromFigure11 with the additionof the
CAMMICE/He
+2 and0 >+2 (assuming
0 +6) spectra
in (left)energy
percharge
and(right)
total energyduringthe upstream
event,1101-1142
UT. All the curvesrepresent
exponential
distributions.
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$choler et al., 1980; Lee, 1982; Ellison, 1985; Fuselief et

celeration and transport processes,namely, magneto-

al., 1991]. Intensitiesof theseionschangeas the IMF

spheric
ioninjection[e.g.,DelcourtandSauvaud,
1999]
and cuspacceleration
[Chen andFritz, 1999],are implausiblythe cause.Sincethe magnetosphere
is full of
MeV ions,magnetospheric
leakagecan be a candidate
for thoseCEPPADions[Sibeck
et al., 1987].However,

orientation changesso that Polar is magneticallyconnected or disconnectedto this shockregion. Solar wind
ions acceleratedat the quasi-parallelshockare directly
transportedalongfield lines to the midlatitude magnetosheathwhen two regionsare connected(seeFigure

there is someevidenceagainstthis argument.
1. CEPPAD ion spectrumbelow200 keV agreesvery
mostlyfromthe magnetospheric
leakage[e.g.,Croleyet well with CAMMICE ion spectrum,and CEPPAD ions
al., 1986; Sibecket al., 1987;Kudela et al., 1992; Chris- above 200 keV simply extend the energeticion specton et al., 1994]. This leakageprocessinvokesdiffu- trum to form a powerlaw tail. The entire energeticion
sivetransport and finite larmor radiuseffectacrossthe spectrumis continuous.This may indicate a unique
by
equatorialmagnetopause.The intensityof the leakage sourceregionsincebowshockion spectraproduced
is more or less related to the substorm activities not the
the Fermi processand originatingfrom the magnetoleakage
arequitedifferent[Mb'bius
et al., 1986].
bow shockmagnetic geometry. BecausePolar was on spheric
field lines that threaded through the equatorialmagne- Becausethe lower-energyportion of the energeticion
tosheathnear the magnetopauseall the time regardless spectrumcomesfrom the shockand very few energetic
of the IMF orientation,He+, leakingfromthe magneto- (upto 200keVe-1) ionscomefromthemagnetosphere,
that the higher-energy
portionof the
sphere,could reach Polar along field lines persistently. it is verypossible
SinceHe+ is lessthan 1% of the total energeticion pop- spectrumalsocomesfrom the shock,not the magnetoulation, magnetospheric
leakagecan only accountfor a sphere.
2. The leakageprocesshasdifficultyexplainingthe
small fraction of the magnetosheathenergeticions deanticorrelation
between the IMF cone angle and the
tected by the CAMMICE instrument.
magnetosheath
energetic
ion fluxesat eachCEPPAD
Other possibleexplanations for the Polar observaenergy
channel
from
40
keV
to I MeV. SincePolarwas
tions of magnetosheathenergeticions includeinjection
at
midlatitude
magnetosheath
on magneticfield lines
of magnetospheric
energeticionsand local acceleration
threading
the
equatorial
magnetosheath
regionwhere
in the cuspthat recentlyappear in the literature. Sevions
escaping
from
the
magnetosphere
would
immedieral groupsusingsingle-particle
simulationshaveshown
ately
reach,
a
part
of
these
ions
would
readily
reach
that energeticions trapped on closedfield lines ocPolar
along
field
lines.
Because
magnetospheric
leakage
casionallycan escapeinto the cusp region especially
occursat the magnetopause
[Sibecket al.,
duringsubstorms
[Delcourtand $auvaud,1999;Blake, continuously
1987],
Polar
would
observe
magnetospheric
ionspersis1999;Spenceet al., 1999]. Theseionscansubsequently
tently
during
this
event.
These
ions
are
expected
to
leak into the magnetosheath
alongthe reconnected
field
show
no
correlation
with
the
IMF
cone
angle
just
like
lines[e.g.,$choleret al., 1981].However,aswe had reported in paper 1, Polar was on magnetosheathfield thoseHe+ ionsdetectedby CAMMICE. This is not the
lines nearly all the time connectingto the solar wind, casefor the 40-1000 keV ionsdetectedby the CEPPAD
not openmagnetospheric
regions(cusp,mantle, lobe, instrument, which behave very similarly to the 40-200
etc.) duringthis event. Thereforethe path for such keV e-1 H+, He+•, and O>+• ionsdetectedby CAMa leakageprocesswas not presentin this Polar orbit. MICE.
The above two points, however, suggestthat the
Accordingly,cuspenergeticionswhetherthey wereensource
of MeV magnetosheathions is the bow shock
ergeticionsescaping
fromring current/plasma
sheetor
diffuse
ions. In addition, results of cross-correlation
solarwindionslocallyaccelerated
in the cusp[Chenand
analysis
for the CEPPAD energeticion flux and IMF
Fritz, 1999]wouldnot escapeinto the magnetosheath
cone
angle
showfeaturesidenticalto thoseforthe CAMto be detectedby Polar. Furthermore,we note that PoMICE
ion
flux
of solarwind originin our previousstudy.
lar never traversedthrough the cuspaccordingto the
For
example,
the
correlationcoefficientshowsa sharp
electron data and that there is no direct evidenceof partransition
from
no
correlation at -•20 keV to strong
ticle accelerationin the cuspfor this event. Contrary to
anticorrelation
at
-•40
keV and beyond. This energy
Chenand Fritz's[1999]proposalof cuspenergeticions
threshold
for
the
anticorrelation
is identical to the enbeing the sourceof magnetosheathenergeticions, we
suggested
in paper I that thesebow shockaccelerated ergy at the spectralbreak of magnetosheathion specmagnetosheath
energetic
ions(upto 200keVe-x) are trum. The time delay for best anticorrelationat each
at timesa plausiblesourceof cuspenergeticions[Chang ion energyfrom 40 keV to 1 MeV is nearlythe sameat
-•36 min. This lag is consistentwith the estimatedsolar
et al., 2000].
time -•29 min duringthis event(see
The detectionof MeV magnetosheath
ionsby the Po- windpropagation

11 of paper1). The nearlysteady,weakHe+ ionsare

paper 1) plus the growthtime for bow shockdiffuse
origin. For reasonsdescribedabove,the abovetwo ac- ions -,•10min [e.g., $choleret al., 1980; Mitchell and
lar CEPPAD instrument raisesthe questionabout their
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Roelof,1983]. This singleaccelerationtime, •7 min, bow shock during this event. In fact, these energetic
for ions from 40 keV to I MeV might appear to be an ions in the solar wind can become the seed populaimplausibleresult of a simple Fermi processfrom a ther- tion for the Fermi process,and acceleratingthese ions
mal distribution. There are three possibleexplanations to MeV requires much shorter time than accelerating
that

are described

in detail later.

keV solarwind ionsto MeV [e.g.,Ellison, 1987]. Al-

In addition to the aboveevidence,an important piece
of evidence for the bow shock source is demonstrated

in

Figure 13. Magnetosheathenergeticion spectrum and
simultaneously
observedbow shockion spectrumagree
very well up to -•600 keV, and the spectral trend of the
bow shockions also agreesvery well with the magnetosheathspectrumabovethis energy. This flux comparison has significancebecauseInterball and Polar are arguably connectedby the magneticfield line during this
upstream interval. Energetic ions at the quasi-parallel
bow shockregionthat is magneticallyconnectedto Interball can simply follow the field line and reachthe Polar's location in the magnetosheath. Using Liouville's
theorem, the distribution function is conservedalong
particle's trajectory provided there are no collisions. As

longas particleenergyis the sameat the two regions,
flux remainsthe same. However,particle spectrawere
oftencomparedin two differentregionsin the literature.
Without establishing
the link betweentwo regions,the
Geotail and Polar ion flux comparisonby Chen and
Fritz [1999]for this stormeventcanbe wrong.In that
example,Geotailwaslocatedin the duskside
andnightsideof the equatorialmagnetosheath,and Polar was at
the midlatitudedaysidemagnetosheath
nearlocalnoon.
Underthe solarwind andIMF conditions
for this event,
the abovetwo regionsare very likely on quite different

though, in general,magnetosphericleakagecan also be

anothersourceof the seedpopulation[e.g.,$arris et al.,
1976],resultsfrom plasmacompositionmeasurements
and the cross-correlationanalysis demonstrated in our
previousand present work argue against this possibility. Second,accelerationefficiency: The shock Alfv•n
Mach number during this event was large, and Fermi

acceleration
becamemuchmoreeifcient [Scholeret al.,
1999]. Third, heavyions: It is well knownthat heavy
ions in the solar wind

can be accelerated

to •-150

keV

e-1 throughthe Fermiprocess
at the quasi-parallel
bow
shock[e.g.,Ipavichet al., 1981;Galvinet al., 1984;Desai et al., 2000].Thereforehighchargestateheavyions
can contribute energy exceedingI MeV. As shown in

Figure14,He+2 andO>+2 ionsobserved
by CAMMICE
can possiblycomprisethe CEPPAD energeticion spectrum

above 200 keV. It would take much less time ac-

celerating0 +6 ionsto 200 keV e-1 or 1.2 MeV than
accelerating
H+ ionsto I MeV.
In reality, solar wind energeticions as a seedpopulation and bow shockacceleratedheavy ions both might
contributeto the MeV magnetosheathionsobservedby
CEPPAD. Becauseof the lack of compositionmeasure-

mentsabove200 keV e-1 in the Polarinstruments,
we
cannot discern the heavy ion contribution. However,
CAMMICE direct event data suggestthat heavy ion

magneticfield lines and streamlines. Therefore Geotail

(M > 20) contributionis insignificantin the DCR chan-

data conveyno informationconcerning
the Polar observationsof magnetosheathenergeticions.
The fact that bowshockand magnetosheath
ion spectra match so well and MeV magnetosheathion flux is
anticorrelatedwith the IMF coneangleimpliesthe presence of MeV ions at the shock with the same flux level as

nel during the upstream event, 1101-1142 UT. If the
contributionfrom the solarenergeticion sourceto MeV
ionsdominates,the energylimit imposedby the boundary condition in the Fermi model of shock acceleration
may need to be modified. It is generally assumedthat
the Fermi processcan produce ion energy up to •-150

the magnetosheath
ions. Diffuseionswith energiesup

keVe-1 [e.g.,Ipavichet al.,1981;Lee,1982;Desaiet al.,

to 1 MeV are all accelerated at the shock with the same

2000]. As shownin this event,ionsare acceleratedto
200keV e-1 andbeyondat the shock.In addition,re-

growth time of •7 min. As pointed out before, this
uniqueaccelerationtime may argue againstthe Fermi

cent Wind statisticsshowsmore than 30% of upstream

mechanism, and 7 min seemstoo short to accelerate events demonstrating a power law spectrum extending

ions to MeV. However,three factorsmay possiblyexplain this unique accelerationtime. First, seedpopulation: As shownin Figure 13, energeticion fluxes
measuredby Wind/3DP at about L1 get closerto the
bow shockand magnetosheath
valuesas ion energyincreases. The intensity and spectral shape for the energeticions persistedin the solar wind throughoutthe
wholeintervalfrom 0840 to 1200UT, regardless
of the
IMF

orientation.

This indicates that these ions are not

bow shockdiffuseions escapingupstream. Otherwise,
Wind would have detectedhigher/lowerenergeticion
fluxeswhenthe IMF coneanglewas small/largeand
Wind wasconnected/disconnected
to the quasi-parallel

above150keV e-1 with ion composition
similarto that
in the solar wind [Desai et al., 2000]. These results
suggestthat the so-called "Fermi limit" in the shock
literature may require modification. As noted, Fermi
mechanismby itself for a plane, infinite shockproduces

a powerlaw distribution[Lee,1982].A lossmechanism,
such as the upstream escapeboundary, cross-fielddiffusion, disconnectionof field lines from the shock, or
a combination

of these is often included

in the Fermi

model to reproduce the observedexponential distribu-

tion fromthe ISEE spacecraft[e.g.,Lee,1982].For this
upstream event, more realistic boundary conditionsin
the form of realistic seed population have to be con-
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shockmodelof cuspenergetic
ions[Changet al., 1998]
and is inconsistent with the model of local acceleration

in the cusp[Chenet al., 1998].

4. Summary
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During the May 4, 1998, storm event, Wind, InterballTail, and Polar observedplasmasof great intensity. In

magnetosheathis continuousand demonstratesa n-like
distribution in the energy range from 40 keV to 1 MeV,
which includesa power law tail above 200 keV. Crosscorrelationanalysisof magnetosheathenergeticionsobservedby CEPPAD and IMF cone angle showsresults
identical to those in our previous analysis for lowerenergy ions observedby CAMMICE. Magnetosheath
ion fluxesabove40 keV are strongly anticorrelatedwith
the coneangle with a time delay consistentwith the solar wind propagationtime and growthtime of upstream
diffuse ions. Below this energy, anticorrelation disappears. This energy threshold for the anticorrelation
relationship is the same as the energy of the spectral
break in the ion spectrum. Among variousacceleration
and transport mechanisms,suchas bow shockacceleration, magnetosphericleakage,substorminjections,and
local accelerationin the cusp, our previous and present
analysesof the plasma and field data from the above
three spacecraftstronglyfavor the bow shockacceleration for ionsof solar wind origin. A causalrelationship
between bow shockacceleratedions and magnetosheath
energeticionsis further demonstratedas bow shockenergetic ion spectrum from Interball matchesextraordinarily well the magnetosheathenergeticion spectrum
from Polar. The e-foldingenergyof the diffuseion spec-
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